
Chapter 5891 

 

With Charlie’s efforts, both Peter and Gustavo were exposed to the public’s sight 

one after another, 

 

And caused a huge sensation. 

 

In addition to bringing the biggest public relations crisis to the Routhchild family, 

 

It also gave the two parties an invincible buff. 

 

After the incident was exposed, their safety would definitely be guaranteed. 

 

So Charlie felt that he had lost the meaning of staying in the Prison. 

 

Now Stella will work to take him out tomorrow, 

 

He must seize the time to get the Sifang Baozhu and find a way to take it back to 

China. 

 

And Charlie also believes that once the Sifang Baozhuang is publicly released in 

China, 

 

Its life experience and its wandering fate over the years will definitely make the 

Routhchild family fall into greater passivity. 

 



By then, they may have to release Peter. 

 

As for Gustavo, after all, he met him once, and he also did him a favor, 

 

So sparing his life can be regarded as reciprocating the favor. 

 

As for whether he will live a good or bad life in Brooklyn Prison in the future, 

 

It depends on himself. Whatever comes will be his own creation. 

 

At this moment, Gustavo is indeed still anxious about his future. 

 

At this moment, several well-armed FBI agents came outside the cell door. 

 

After the iron door opened, one of the agents walked into the cell, 

 

Came directly to Gustavo, and said, 

 

“Mr. Gustavo, I am an FBI detective.” 

 

“Now I need you to hand over your mobile phone.” 

 

Gustavo blurted out, “Why?” 

 



“This is the privilege promised to me by the Routhchild family!” 

 

The FBI detective said, “Mr. Gustavo, we are here to protect you,” 

 

“So we don’t care what agreement you have with the Routhchild family.” 

 

“From now on, everything you do must obey the management of the FBI.” 

 

“If you refuse to obey, then we can only transfer you from the Brooklyn Prison 

and send you to the Washington Prison to serve your sentence.” 

 

“However, I want to remind you that if you go to the Washington Prison,” 

 

“Then you can only set off alone, and when you get there without the care of 

people around here,” 

 

“Life will be even more difficult.” 

 

When Gustavo heard this, he couldn’t help but feel panic in his heart. 

 

He knew that he was no longer qualified to negotiate conditions here. 

 

So his treatment in Brooklyn Prison in the future would definitely not be 

comparable to before. 

 



But Charlie was right, there was nothing more important than living. 

 

After all, with his help, he saved his life. 

 

So, he could only reluctantly take out the phone and hand it to the other party. 

 

After the agent took the phone, he immediately unlocked the phone with 

Gustavo’s face. 

 

After unlocking the lock, he logged into the background of the video website and 

looked at it. 

 

After confirming that it was the video uploaded by this phone, he said to Gustavo, 

 

“Mr. Gustavo, your phone has been temporarily confiscated.” 

 

“I will take it away and leave it to the prison administrators for safekeeping for 

you.” 

 

Gustavo nodded, knowing that he had no other choice. 

 

The FBI then said to Gustavo, “Mr. Gustavo, from now on, you can no longer live 

in this cell.” 

 

“We have arranged a single cell for you.” 

 



“During the sensitive period, you will live there temporarily.” 

 

“The FBI protects your personal safety 24 hours a day.” 

 

“In the future, all your meals will be provided by us alone.” 

 

“In this case, the control on you may be stricter than before.” 

 

“I hope you can understand.” 

 

Gustavo did not expect that. 

 

Charlie was really right, so he nodded slightly and said, 

 

“I listen to you.” 

 

FBI agent smiled and said, “In that case, Mr. Gustavo, please come with me.” 

 

“You don’t need to pack any personal belongings.” 

 

From now on, your personal belongings will also be restored by us.” 

 

“If you need anything, you can make a list for us.” 

 



“As long as it does not violate prison regulations, we can arrange it for you.” 

 

The FBI also knows very well that Gustavo was the former soul of the Sanchez 

family, 

 

And they didn’t know that Gustavo had been abandoned by his son, 

 

So in their eyes, Gustavo was still the emperor of the drug cartel, 

 

And they naturally had to be as polite as possible to him to not cause unnecessary 

trouble. 

 

Gustavo had no choice but to stop packing his personal belongings. 

 

Instead, he looked at Charlie and said with some reluctance and gratitude, 

 

“Mr. Yechen, then we can only meet again by chance…” 

 

Charlie nodded with a smile. 

 

And Gustavo knew in his heart that they would probably never have the chance to 

meet again. 

 

Soon, Gustavo, the great hero of the generation, was taken out of this cell by the 

FBI. 

 



After the FBI left, Charlie took out his mobile phone and sent a message to Stella, 

 

Asking her to find a way to let him go out tomorrow. 

 

He was arrested because of illegal immigration. 

 

People like him are sent to prison first when the Immigration Bureau catches 

them. 

 

After a few days in prison, if they find that such people have no passport and no 

money, 

 

They will be released from prison. 

 

Now just get them out and let them fend for themselves on the streets. 


